
    
        
            
                
                
                THE NEXT GENERATION IN MOBILITY AND PERFORMANCE

                
                NEXX Essentials™ is a forward-thinking mobility interiors platform that brings innovative, performance and smart technologies to the interior and elevates the mobility experience.

            

        
        
            
                INNOVATIVE, CONVENIENT, STYLISH

                

                NEXX Essentials™ allows complete customization for each vehicle, while maintaining safety, functions and comfort that elevate your mobility interior. You can choose the performance and smart features you need to enhance your vehicle's appearance and performance.

                WITH NEXX Essentials™, YOU CAN:

                	Create a customized bundle of the chemistries your interiors need
	Select lighter color fabrics
	Choose to maintain original aesthetics


            

        
        
            
                EXPERIENCE NEXX Essentials™

                

                
                    
                

            

        
        
            
                THE LATEST PERFORMANCE TECHNOLOGY:
INTRODUCING NVT47

                

                Sage's NVT47 performance technology combines chemistries to ensure desired testing results for anti-viral efficacy on textiles without sacrificing durability and comfort. This technology is built to last with abrasion, heat and light resistance that makes it hard-wearing enough for everyday life while still maintaining anti-viral efficacy.

                These attributes are available for all mobility interiors, from fleet owned to luxury, to continue exceeding customer expectations.

                DISCLAIMER: *Anti-microbial chemistry is EPA registered. Sage is currently not pursuing anti-viral registration and approval from the U.S. Food & Drug Administration (FDA). Product not registered for any public health use in the U.S.
                
                    
                    
                

                
            

        
        
            
                THE LATEST PERFORMANCE TECHNOLOGY: FEATURES

                

                Sage's anti-microbial, odor-eliminating, germ-reducing fabric is designed for people who take their surroundings seriously, whether it's parents in need of extra precautions for their families, rideshare drivers looking for extra performance or business owners looking for a fleetwide solution.
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                INNOVATIVE SMART FEATURES

                

                
                NEXX Essentials™ is a forerunner in the performance mobility industry that meets the needs of tech-savvy consumers. We combine innovative technology and creative designs to build an interior that takes your vehicle to the next level.
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                DISCOVER MORE DETAILS

                

                To learn more about how NEXX Essentials™ can add safety, technology and performance to your vehicle, download detailed information below.

                Download Full Flyer 
                Download NVT47 Flyer 
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